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Marketplace
Wanted: paper table for Reming‑
ton 2; ink pads & supports for
Williams 2; spool & spool nut
for Pittsburg 10. François
Babillot, fbabillot@aol.com.
Wanted: parts Merritt, ribbon
spools for Postal (no. 3), 3‑spoke
typeshuttles for Hammond 1
(Universal kbd.). Jos Legrand,
jjlegrand@hetnet.nl.
For sale: Rooy portable. François
Babillot, fbabillot@aol.com.
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I

t seems there is no end to Czech
typewriter surprises. A colleague
of mine, historian David Men‑
gel, e‑mailed me this snapshot of a
“Skandia” in the Czech town of Kut‑
ná Hora. It looks like a Salter 9 or 10.
Given the name, it was presumably
meant primarily for export to Scan‑
dinavia, but this one has Czech char‑
acters.
Only a week later, I received pho‑
tos of the very same machine from
a correspondent who usually lives in
Korea but was traveling in the Czech
Republic. Just another example of
how the Internet is a boon to those
who love the old and obscure.

±
Do you happen to have a type‑
writer ribbon tin that looks like this
sitting around your basement? Take
good care of it. This particular one
sold for $1000 this summer on eBay.
±
Another notable sale, at $7999,
was a unique Remington 2 (#46458,
built 1892) that was elaborately deco‑
rated with mother of pearl. As docu‑
±
mented in an accompanying photo
Those who have valuable collec‑ and caption, a Remington delegation
tions ought to insure them. For these brought it to the 1893 World’s Co‑
purposes I recommend the policy lumbian Exposition in Chicago.
from Association Insurance Admin‑
±
istrators, which is easy to obtain and
Reminder: those interested in a
afordable ($45,000 of coverage costs typewriter enthusiasts’ meeting in
$150 a year). For more information New Orleans should contact Ali‑
see tinyurl.com/typewriterinsurance, son Scott, uniiivers_al@yahoo.com.
or write to me and I will send you an Plans are in the works for a great
time November 6‑9.
application on paper.

Karel Matouš: A Biographical Sketch
by Štěpán Kučera (Strakonice, Czech Republic)

I

n ETCetera no. 79 there was
published an article, “he
Matouš Typewriter” by Jos
Legrand, which concerned
the manufacture of Original
Matouš typewriters. As a
researcher and collector from the
Czech Republic, I would like to
complete the above mentioned
article with some facts,
especially about the founder
of the company—inventor Mr.
Karel Matouš.
Karel Matouš was born on
the 20th of October, 1895, as
the youngest of seven children.
His father died in 1903. At age
13, Karel Matouš let his home
to become a mechanic. He
inished vocational training on June 20,
1912. Ater that he let for Dresden, Berlin
and Szczecin, where he came into contact
with typewriter manufacturing for the
irst time (probably with the Stoewer
company).
Ater the World War broke out, Karel
Matouš was recruited to Hungary. In
autumn 1915 he fell seriously ill—he got
typhus on the Italian front. In spring of
the next year, Matouš was discharged
from the army as a convalescent. Later he

tried several jobs and in August 1918 he
started his own business as a mechanic. In
the beginning, his company specialized
in repairing internal combustion engines.
Later, in approximately 1921, Matouš
started to repair typewriters too. Soon
he extended his business with the sale
of typewriters, and later other oice
equipment. Among others, he sold the
following brands: Remington, Barr,
Electromatic, Hermes, Royal, Tim Unitas,
Stoewer, Kappel, Torpedo, Underwood,

Urania, Hotchkiss, and Allen
Wales (he had nothing to do
with the production of Praga
typewriters or Astra typewriters
in Liberec).
But Mr. Matouš soon
discovered that typewriters were
too expensive for the majority
of medium or smaller irms, so
he tried to reduce production
expenses when he cooperated
on development with the
company E. Paillard & Cie,
Yverdon, Switzerland, especially
on the Hermes Baby prototype.
However, Mr. Matouš was a
born inventor, so he turned
to construction of his own
keyboard calculating machine
according to a French prototype (around
1931). Ater that he constructed his
copying machine, called Matouš. Only
several prototypes were produced; series
manufacture never started because of the
economic depression.
Ater some years of intensive work,
Karel Matouš constructed his own
typewriter called Matouš, later Original
Matouš. In 1936 he applied for the irst
Czechoslovak patent for the Original
Matouš typewriter. his patent was for the
Exterior and interior of the
Matouš oice machine dealership
in České Budějovice (Budweis)
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Typewriter assembly in the factory
so-called intermediate lever, which helped
to accelerate the movement of the typebar
in the inal stage of each keystroke. As a
result, the intensity of the keystrokes did
not have to be strong anymore. his patent
was accepted in England, Switzerland
and France before World War II, while
at home—in Czechoslovakia—the
path of the patent happened to be more
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complicated (with the greatest opponent
being the Czechoslovak ammunition
factory Zbrojovka Brno, which had
been producing the Remington Z under
license since 1934). When developing his
typewriter, Karel Matouš used another
patent: a device designed to solder the
typehead to the typebar, cutting the
assembly time by two thirds.

he new typewriter had other advantages: it was light, small, had an impressive
design, and last but not least, it was cheap—
with a price of 990 Kč (Czech crowns).
To compare, a Remington Noiseless cost
2,950 Kč in 1938.
World War II slowed down the
expansion of the company considerably.
Mr. Matouš’s factory in Lannova Street

Matouš typewriter, irst design
serial number 1949

was partially damaged during the air raids
over Budweis in Spring 1945. Mr. Matouš
searched for new production premises and
found them in Nádražní Street. Ater the
war the company sufered from a shortage
of qualiied labor, so the typewriter
manufacturing declined. he irm
proceeded only thanks to two activities:
the production of index tabs for export and
the installation of Czech types and keys on
used typewriters. Despite all the trouble,
in 1948 Mr. Matouš was employing 120
people again. But soon history struck him
again: in February 1948, communists
took over in Czechoslovakia, and they
coniscated the company in June. Karel
Matouš was named director of the factory,
and in October 1948 the factory became
part of the “Motor Union” nationalized

concern. Around this time Mr. Matouš
constructed a new typewriter, “Union,”
with some components from the Original
Matouš. he production never started.
Karel Matouš was dismissed because of
“loss of trust”. Production of the Original
Matouš typewriters continued until 1952,
but in smaller quantities.
But Karel Matouš did not give up.
Even ater he was ired, he corresponded
insistently with Czechoslovak companies, hoping that he could go on in
the development and production of
typewriters or adding machines. His
efort was in vain. At the end of his life,
Mr. Matouš tried to enforce his patents
abroad again, but he did not receive
any response. Karel Matouš died —
completely underestimated — on October
10, 1968. ±
Sources and literature
Document collection, estate of Mr. Karel
Matouš, South Bohemia Museum
Archives, České Budějovice
Hajn, Ivo: Karel Matouš—typewriter
producer. Miscellanea of South
Bohemia Museum, České Budějovice,
1994
Vránková, Jana: Typewriters. Typewriter
catalogue from the collections of the
National Technical Museum in Prague,
1993
Estate of Mr. Karel Matouš, in possession
of his son Karel Matouš, České
Budějovice
Author’s collection

Working on a Hermes 2000
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Rarities in Cologne
The May 31 Breker auction featured some valuable and desirable, but well‑known machines such as a Sholes & Glid‑
den, a Jackson, and a Brooks. But here we picture some typewriters that most of our readers will never have seen
before (all photos are by the kind permission of Uwe Breker). Our irst page features prototypes for designs that were
never commercially produced; on the second page, you’ll ind some experimental modiications of mass‑produced
machines; and on the third page, some commercially produced machines that are extremely rare.
A tag on this prototype reads: “Anton Duppler model. Vertical shifting
suspended platen. Slotted segment. Bars operated by intermediate bell
cranks pushing short sliding racks that engage with pinion on heel of the
bars. Printing from a pivoted, automatically controlled pad mounted near
the printing point.” Another tag: “This is the machine sold to the Union
Typewriter Company by me Dec. 13, 1899 and referred to in an assignment
of said date. (Signed) Gus Ellis.” I have found patents for other devices by
Duppler, but none for a typewriter. —Ed.

Fitch frontstroke
prototype: as men‑
tioned in ETCetera no.
79, after the failure
of his backstroke
machine, Eugene
Fitch worked for the
Union Typewriter
Co. (the typewriter
trust) and developed
a frontstroke, curved‑
keyboard model of his
design, with a built‑
in adding machine
(US patents 676184,
702052, 709477, and
766142).

Barr’s Visible prototype: a segment‑shifted
machine invented by John H. Barr around 1919,
when he was working for Remington. In the
1920s he created the Barr portable.
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Experimental frontstroke version of the
Remington 7, presumably used in the
development of the Remington 10, the
company’s irst commercially produced
frontstroke model.

Experimental electriied versions of
the Densmore and the Remington 10.
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Victoria no. 2 #0077: a typewriter produced in Valencia,
Spain, in very small numbers beginning in 1913. This is the
only known model 2; three examples each of models 3 and 4
are in Spanish collections. Production ceased in 1928.

Empire no. 15 #6: the
only known example of a
late model of the British
Empire (whose irst model
was introduced in 1924). It
is marked with the Salter
trademark and uses the
Empire logo as found on
certain Empire thrust‑
action typewriters. The
model 15 is not mentioned
in literature.
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Orbis #1154: A name variant of the Praga, produced in
Liberec, Czechoslovakia, 1921‑1923 (ETCetera no. 79, p. 4).
Labeled “Orbis Typewriter Company.” Czech keyboard.

Atlantia #10119: a unique name
variant of a typewriter manufac‑
tured by the Kührt brothers in
Germany and usually called the
Commercial 10. It is very rare today
due to its use of fragile cast zinc.
Bavaria: a rare German three‑bank
machine from the early 1920s.
Eight examples are known in Ger‑
man collections. There are three
versions with small technical difer‑
ences; this is the third version.

ADVERTISEMENT

World Famous

Museum

&
The

Collection

Specialty Auction – Part III
November 22, 2008
More than 150 typewriters and accessories from these legendary American collections will be on offer!

»Horton«, 1885

»Travis«, 1905
Serial no. 69

»Oliver No. 1«, 1896
Low Serial no. 288

»Hartford No. 1«, 1894

»Maskelyne No. 3«, 1893

»Crandall Universal No. 3«, 1893

More: Prototypes & Demonstration Models * Unique Museum Pieces * Highly desirable collector’s items, as these:
Prototype »Remington Junior«, Prototype »Remington No. 6«, Prototype »Remington No. 10 (Electric)«, Jewett #2, Keystone, Lambert,
Sholes & Glidden (black), Victor Index, Granville Automatic, Munson No. 1, Williams # 6, Remington No. 9A (Arabic), Daugherty,
International Index (New American No. 5), Tools, Edison Dictating System, Kleidograph Braille… and much, much more!

For more information and large colour photographs of some of the upcoming “Highlights”
please see our website at: www.Breker.com / New Highlights

The fully illustrated COLOR-catalogue will be available mid October’08
Fully illustrated bi-lingual (Engl./German) COLOUR Catalogue: 6 28.– (Realized price list on Internet and in next catalogue). –
Overseas (USA, Japan, etc.): 3 37.– (approx. US$ 54.–) incl. airmail. Annual subscription for spring and autumn sales (2 catalogues): 3 50.– *
Overseas: 3 65.– (approx. US$ 95.–) incl. airmail. Delivery against prepayment only
(Bank draft, cash or by Credit Card with CVV and expiry date: Mastercard / Visa / AmEx)

We

ved !
have mo

� Consignments are welcome at any time! �

Please write, fax or email for information on consignments and catalogue subscriptions

New loca
tion!

The Specialists for »Technical Antiques«
P. O. Box 50 1119, 50971 Koeln/Germany · Tel.: +49 / 2236 / 38 43 40 · Fax: +49 / 2236 / 38 43 430
Otto-Hahn-Str. 10, 50997 Koeln (Godorf)/Germany · e-mail: Auction@Breker.com · Business Hours: Tue – Fri 9 am – 5 pm
PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT OUR INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
U.S.A.: ‘The Best Things’, Tel. (703) 796-5544 * Fax (703) 766-0966 * BREKER@TheBestThings.com · Japan: Murakami Taizo, Tel./Fax (06) 6845-8628
France: Pierre J. Bickart, Tel. (01) 43 33 86 71 * AuctionTeamKoln@aol.com
Australia & New Zealand: Dieter Bardenheier, NZ, Tel./Fax -/64/(09) 817-7268 · Russia: Russian Antique Inc., Tel. 095-956-9484
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Show & Tell .............................A new Morris comes to light

A

fter knowing about a Morris typewriter in Toronto (my hometown), for seven years, I have inally been able to acquire it
for my collection. The seven‑year itch is satisied and I am thrilled to have this exotic and rare typewriter on my collecting
shelf. This Morris is new to the collecting community and is in beautiful original condition with its labeled wooden box and ink
can. There is no serial number. One might, when looking at the gold paintwork on the black trellised base, think that a poor
restoration was attempted; in fact this is all original work, albeit messily done.
Robert Morris of Kansas City invented the Morris typewriter. He had produced earlier versions of the Morris, starting in
1885, and had had some success in selling a few hundred of them. These early Morrises had wooden bases and not the attractive,
trellised bases to be seen on the model to come.
In 1886 Mr. Morris sold the manufacturing rights to Hoggson & Pettis Manufacturing Company of New Haven, Conn.,
whereupon improvements were made to its design.
The model shown here is this inal version, which was patented on January 11th 1887.
Hoggson & Pettis were well‑established machinists of the day, making, among other things, lathe chucks, bank punches,
cutting dies, leather tools, rubber supplies, and steel letters and igures. Who better to make the Morris Typewriter?
S. J. Hoggson started the business in 1849, and it became a company in 1878 when Mr. Pettis became a partner. At its
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Index plate

View with index plate removed

The unusual escapement

Scientiic American,
January 28, 1888, page 54

Courtesy of Peter Weil

height the company employed one hundred skilled workmen in a “modern” factory of sixteen thousand square feet, “splendidly
equipped with the latest improved machinery and every facility.” They exported to “every civilized country.”
The Morris is about as strange as typewriters got, not the least in its use of a white rubber platen. As in the Hall, the platen
of the Morris is stationary while the carriage traverses the platen along two rods. Also like the Hall, the Morris uses a rubber
index plate moved into position by a knob that the typist moves and then depresses to bring the rubber character onto the paper.
Unlike the Hall, the Morris typed only in capitals.
The advertisement states that the Morris writes 70 words a minute. However, after trying on this Morris, I would be
surprised if 15 words could be achieved. One of the main problems is that the leaf spring that holds up the index assembly is
very strong and requires a hard push down to print and move the carriage forwards. One would also be slowed down with the
curved index pointer being positioned so close to the index plate, as the pointer would scratch and rub against its surface with
any attempt of speed.
Ten years ago, around 4 to 6 Morris typewriters were known to collectors; today the number has increased to around 12 to
15. When will the next one turn up?
—Martin Howard
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Portables, ETCetera

by Will Davis

The Remington Junior: An Examination

O

ne of the machines that’s long intrigued shiting mechanism, and
me, and I’m sure other collectors, is the in fact the whole key lever
Remington Junior. his machine is shown in and type bar mechanism,
all of the standard reference works, but is ra- are peculiar enough
rely fully examined or described—it’s refer- in the general art of
red to as being not quite small enough to be typewriter construction
portable, but not truly standard sized either. to warrant description.
We have an example here to review and will he full-length key
levers are pivoted near
present our observations.
In comparison with other machines of the their centers; each bank
same general age, it’s immediately obvious of keys has its own dowel
that the size of the machine is hard to judge as a fulcrum. Motion is
just from photos; in point of fact, in overall taken from the key levers
spool arrangement, would be corrected
size envelope the Junior is almost in the same at the extreme opposite end to the key tops when essentially the same machine with
class as the Harris Visible. he machine is by way of links; the bell cranks then pull a modiications appeared later as the Century
notable for its neat, clean appearance with second set of links in a motion from front to 10), the construction of the machine itself in
rugged lines which largely are the result rear and these links are connected at their terms of material, it and inish is top light
of the peculiar design feature wherein the forward ends to the typebars, pulling them and there is nothing about the machine itself
ribbon spools are actually completely behind to the print point from above. he slotted that indicates anything other than sturdiness
the carriage, and are also mounted on an segment in which the typebars are mounted and reliability. One wonders, following a
axis parallel to the platen. his arrangement (as well as the connected type alignment decent test of it, what the impetus was to
is essentially that of the contemporaneous fork) is not mounted in a conventional develop and sell such a machine; certainly,
Smith Premier No. 10, the full-keyboard manner, as in most machines (in which the it would have been very comparable to such
visible machine of that brand name, and this segment rides in a pair of bearing races and machines as the Molle or the Harris / Rex or
is no surprise considering that the Remington essentially moves up and down in a straight the Emerson. It is interesting to further note
Junior was reportedly built at the Syracuse, line). Instead, unusually, the segment is that all of these machines had, as a hallmark,
mounted on a pair of swing arms whose some sort of peculiarity to their construction
New York plant of Smith Premier.
he Junior has a twenty-eight key three- pivot points are near the uppermost rear of (perhaps the least peculiar being the Harris
bank keyboard, with double shit. he only the machine itself. Shit action is thus highly design) and we might best consider the
other key on the keyboard is a back space key; arcuate, not linear; shit motion is derived Remington Junior as one of this class rather
there is a silver key-like shit lock as well. he from the let-side-only shit keys by way of than any sort of precursor to the modern
a bell-crank type linkage for capital (liting portable typewriter as we would think of it
segment) shit and a more direct articulated today. ±
linkage for igure (lowering segment) shit—
the segment being in a centered or neutral
position for lowercase letters.
In operation, the Remington Junior is
equally peculiar; perhaps no other front
striking typebar machine has such
a feel. One is reminded of the
Hammond, in which it seems
that a tiny depression of a key
top launches a myriad of actions
with little efort. Similarly, the
Junior seems to notchily launch the
type bar with the slightest depression
of the key top. he machine responds
well to a range of touches, and is
capable of good speed; the right-hand
his picture shows the irst links between
carriage return is convenient and
key levers and bell cranks (standing up all
across the rear of the machine). Above these highly workable once practiced.
Although much of the mechanical
are the two rear mounted ribbon spools. To
design
of the Junior is peculiar (and
the let of these is one of the hinge arms used
some
of
that, particularly the ribbon
for mounting the segment assembly.
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From Our Members

Bert Kerschbaumer’s white Blick 7 #1916W.
Herman Price has a white no. 5 (“Moby Blick”) with serial number 1904W.
Does the number refer to the year? Was only one white machine made per year?

The renovation job on my Crandall took two months
and it is incredible! —Steve Soborof, Playa Vista, Cal.
Congratulations on a job well done!

Ever wondered what one of your dream machines looked like when it irst came of the production line? Here’s one way to ind out. Dutch collector
Paul Robert picked up this Caligraph 1 (#2209) on eBay. Although usually not afraid to attack a restoration project himself, Paul decided that this
one deserved an extreme makeover, the way only master restorer Hermann Kerz of Cologne, Germany, can perform one. Kerz took the machine
apart down to the last screw, replaced the wooden key levers, many of which were broken or clumsily repaired, reproduced the keytops, repaired the
mainspring (!) and sanded and bufed and painted and plated and polished. The result is amazing. Interesting detail: The previous owner of this
machine had received the Caligraph as a gift in the early 1960s from an elderly lawyer who had actually used this 1882 machine well into the 1940s!
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Ephemera

by Peter Weil

T

he introduction of typewriters
in the last quarter of the 19th cen‑
tury coincided with the full onset of
the industrial revolution in America
and continental Europe. The increas‑
ing rate of innovation in invention
of typewriters and other consumer
goods was matched by similar eforts
in marketing and branding by the
burgeoning companies. Instead of
simply making products designated
by retailers
and

linked by
customers to those
sellers, the competing manufactur‑
ers attempted to make their products
appear to be unique to the public.
It was thus intended that consumer
demand would require that retailers
come only to an individual maker for
store stock to satisfy their customers.
Political advertising by giving away
useful objects appears by the end of
the 18th Century in the U.S., and com‑
pany‑imprinted calendars were com‑
missioned and given to the public as
early as 1850. But the explosion in
the use of premiums—promotional
products speciically intended to be
given to potential customers and to
those who had actually made a pur‑
chase—begins after the Civil War.
Several early companies specializing
in the creation of promotional prod‑
ucts as premiums include Geiger Co.
(1878), Sommer Manufacturing Co.
(1879), Whitehead and Hoag (1892)
(see ETCetera # 80, Dec. 2007)—all
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in Newark, NJ; Tuscarora Advertis‑
ing Co. and Standard Advertising
Co.—both ca. 1889 in Coshocton,
OH; Bastian Bros (1895) in Roches‑
ter, NY; and Parisian Novelty Co.
(1890s) in Chicago, IL.*
During this end of century period,
promotional products were also being
developed in Europe. The earliest
premium for typewriters represented
here—the mirror manufactured
using a nickel‑plated brass ring and
printing on paper under a glass (like
a large Remington Typewriter key)—
was made by what appears to be
Dünkelsbühler and Co., Nuremberg,
Bavaria, Germany, for use by salesmen
in the United Kingdom to promote
the Remington #5. The object
dates from between 1886 and
1893, the primary time of the
manufacturing of the model.
It is important to note
that this early premium
is a purse mirror, clearly
intended to be given by
salesmen to women, especially those
newly employed in oices to use the
new communication technology. As in
the U.S., women often were expected
to bring their own machines to the
oices where they were employed
as secretaries. Even when the
typewriters used were owned
by the employer, as users,
the women secretaries
inluenced
buying
decisions (see ETCetera
# 82, June 2008). In
the late 1890s and
beyond, mirrors
as
premiums
for typewriter
compa n ies
w e r e
cel lu loid‑
backed
and usually
* The best single brief source is www.

asicentral.com/asp/open/aboutASI/
promoindustry/history.asp.

provided by Parisian and Whitehead
and Hoag.
In the U.S., Blickensderfer Manu‑
facturing Co. was an underdog
relative to the mastifs Remington
and Caligraph. Soon after they
introduced the #5 (ca. 1895) and again
when they introduced the #7 in 1897,
the company used a “Blickensderfer
Game Counter” as a premium to
promote their new products. This
example in the form of a #7 is
made of cardboard and brass rivets
(manufacturer not indicated). Some
have suggested that it was used
to score the card game whist, but
the counter could also be used in
monitoring sports events, such as
baseball.
A “premium craze” was in full swing
in the U.S. by 1905.† Customers and
potential ones demanded rewards for
considering and purchasing goods.
These demands soon were regarded as
a “moral epidemic” by the exasperated
manufacturers of the
actual goods being
sold, but, because
of
competition,
they had to
provide
the
premiums, to
preserve and

†I. M. Rubinow, “Premiums in Retail

Trade,” The Journal of Political Economy, Vol.
13, No. 4 (Sep., 1905), pp. 574‑586.

compensate old customers and
to create new ones. The makers
of promotional advertising and
novelty products, in turn, responded
innovatively with new items or older
ones made with new materials,
especially celluloid. Typewriter
companies were no exception to this
frenzy. An example (ca. 1900) of their
gifts to secretaries, bosses, and other
customers is this celluloid erasure
shield‑ruler (Whitehead and Hoag)
from Jewett promoting their #2 and
later machines. Premiums from the
1905‑1910 period included here are

a Hammond ruler (Bastian Bros.)
ofered to promote the new #12 and
this colorful miniature blotter book
(Bastian Bros.) from Underwood

touting its new model 5. During
this same era, Yost gave away a
nickel‑plated automatic pencil
that promoted its new #15
frontstroke (speciied on the
reverse side). The pencil was
obtained from the UK, one of
the primary intended markets for
a Yost typewriter only minimally
marketed in the U.S. And Smith
Premier, perhaps as part of its
last‑gasp attempt to
stay competitive with
the #10, gave away an
immense number of
premiums promoting
the model (if the number
of surviving items is any
good indication). The
most common of these
are celluloid ruler‑letter openers
with calendars on the back, but
included here is a quite rare S‑P
aluminum purse‑size postage stamp
case (manufacturer unknown). The

last
p r e ‑ w a r
typewriter
p r e m i u m
illustrated here is this

celluloid, tin,
and wood toy
“spinner” or
top (Parisian
Novelty) that
was
given
away starting
in 1915 and was used to promote the
Fox Visible and the Fox portables.
Most manufacturers of premiums
survived World War I to go on to
make them for the
next half century and
longer. Everything was
produced, from such
premiums as rulers,
calendars, and ashtrays
to political buttons. A
less mundane post‑war
premium for a typewriter
company is this celluloid pillbox
(Whitehead and Hoag) ofered to
customers of Cia. Parker, the largest
distributor of Oliver typewriters in
Mexico. It promoted the L‑10 model
(a nickeled machine similar to
the model 9 in the U.S.) in about
1920.
Premiums were intended
by typewriter companies to
reward customers and obtain
new ones. But you and I, the 21st
century typewriter collectors,
are the ultimate recipients of
these memorable gifts. ±
Thanks to Paul Robert and Jos
Legrand. All objects are from
the author’s collection and are
reproduced life-size, except the
Underwood blotter book, which has
been enlarged by 50% to show detail.
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There are some 600
machines spanning 120
years, including a comprehensive survey
of postwar portables from around the
globe, a collection of toy typewriters and
typing dolls, and a substantial collection
of Blickensderfers. Attractive typewriter
ephemera are displayed on the walls.
Below: Richard Amery, MP, cuts the cer‑
emonial typewriter ribbon to inaugurate
the museum; the “O” room, overlowing
with Olivettis and Olympias; part of the
Simplex display.
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Breker auction machines in red.
Richard Amery: H.G. Palmer (’60s
Smith‑Corona Sterling)
Bob Anderson: Blick 8, Corona 3 &
4, Oliver 7, Rem. port. 2, Rem‑
ington Model 1 portable, Oliver
7, Smith Corona Clipper
François Babillot: Chicago, Oliver
2 #1757, Pittsburg 10, Reming‑
ton 2 #1456, Sun 4, Virocyl,
Williams 2 #7886
Lynda Beckler: Smith Premier 3
Lars Borrmann: MacKinley
(Blick 5)
Tim Champlin: Antares Parva,
Hermes Media
Thomas Fürtig: Atlantia, Empire
15, Orbis, Victoria 2
Martin Howard: Morris
Bert Kerschbaumer: white Blick 7
#1916W, Caligraph 1
Flavio Mantelli: Dart
Keith McBride: Oliver 3
Richard Polt: Burroughs manual,
Monarch 2 #437, Olympia SG8,
1963 Smith‑Corona Sterling
Jef Poulin: 1949 Hermes Rocket,
Olympia SM9, Underwood
Master
Herman Price: Allen, Daugherty
prototype, Duplex, Fox portable
1 #20, Royal latbed #487, 1926
Royal portable #P56, Welling‑
ton 1
Alan Seaver: Keaton, Olympia
SM4, Tower Chieftain, green 3‑
bank Underwood, Remie Scout
Carl Strange: 1943 Imperial Good
Companion w/ cork platen, 1942
Olivetti Studio 42, 1959 Olivetti
82 Diaspron
Don Sutherland: Woodstock
Electric (not Electrite)
Wim Van Rompuy: Commercial
6, Dactyle 8, Emerson, Fox 3,
Imperial (Thai kbd.), Pullman A,
Sun 2, Yost 1
Peter Weil: Corona prototype
#000017, Standard Folding 1
#634, Std. Fldg. 2 #5230
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Congratulations
to
Robert Messenger on
creating the Australian
Typewriter Museum in
his home in Canberra.

No. 78, June 2008
• Rise and fall of the Merz (part
2 of 2)
• Typewriters from Thuringia:
Germania, Regina, AEG/
Olympia/Optima, Mercedes,
Rheinmetall
• Peoples index typewriter
• Olivetti’s beginnings
March 2008
• Meetings in Eichenau, Essen,
and Braak
• Leroy Anderson’s composition
“The Typewriter”
May/June 2008
• Half‑restoring an Oliver 10
• Lofremy typewriter (unusual
frontstroke built by Albert Im‑
mervoll, Vienna, early 1920s;
read the name backwards)
July 2008
• Breker auction report
• Meetings in Braak, Berlin, Es‑
sen, Partschins, and Pfäikon
• Photo: Nocoblick

Vol. 20, no. 3, August 2008
• Cover photo: Remington sales‑
man in Baluchistan
• Online, by Lynda Beckler
• Genesis of a Newbie, by John
Payton
• 1901 article: “employment of
typewriter yet in its infancy”
• Cortez Peters, champion typist
• The Remington company type‑
writer collection in 1906
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